By George Vos

First day on the Colorado,
glorious staircase of sparkling water
and spruce-scented air.
Midday cliffs glow ocher,
later deepen to wet Georgia clay.
Swallows flit near river’s surface;
snare small fish, then soar to
Cliffside wattle and daub nests
full of outstretched beaks.
Beaver pack swims alongside our boat,
slap their tails when they dive.
We are seven on this adventure.
Richard, trip leader and rudder man;
long-time water bugs Joan and Henry;
plus four who’ve never-been-on-a-river.
Less than three days to bond into one
for our run through Skull Rapids.
Highland paradise morphs into
hostile desert on day two.
Unremitting sun
bakes bodies and blisters skin.
River full of parasites;
warm canteen water must placate thirst.
Sisyphean headwinds whistle up canyon,
to push us back if effort lags.
Strong, continuous paddle strokes
slowly pulls raft downstream.
Richard: “I give up!”
Throws paddle onto raft floor.
We labor against wind
and sing a chantey
to the lyric,
“Either work or walk!”
Finally, Richard paddles.
Evening campfire talk near-mutinous.
Tomorrow terrifies first-timers;
danger ahead with no leader.
We scarcely sleep that night.
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Tense and quiet
on morning three
as we make ready for the river.
Sweat beneath orange life vests;
nervous jokes about “last ride.”
Before we put in,
Sue teaches us rough-water skills.
Once on-water,
she calls practice from the bow.
We train until our world transforms
into the small rubber vessel
we command.
Skull Rapid’s subterranean rumble
vibrates guts,
long before our ears hear it.
Current slows to a placid pace,
as if dam-blocked;
calm made ominous
when downriver disappears from sight.
Survival instincts
pump adrenalin,
slow time,
heighten every sense.
Canyon walls amplify rapid’s roar to
thundering crescendo;
one must scream to be heard.
Raft accelerates as rapid squeezes
water tonnage by the millions
through its tight funnel.
Ahead at the river bend lies
Skull!
Shining craggy dome,
terminus of boiling stretch.
Jon: “Take it to the left!”
Skull’s right is where boats die,
swept over a waterfall,
eaten by the whirlpool below.
Eight-foot waves nearly flip raft,
throw us to floor;
quarter-ton of water sluices on board.
We scramble to posts as
raft slides toward Skull’s right.
Sue: “Paddle left hard!”
Sinews strain against current and
water-burdened boat.
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Eternal
moment
of
terror
‘til raft shoots through Skull’s
narrow left gap,
skips across water like a flat stone.
Seven paddles lift in unison to
screams of inchoate pleasure.
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